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As the studio department of SUNY-Binghamton expands, so also does the student exhibition. This year's exhibition is particularly noteworthy by the variety of media used. To the viewer, many of the pieces show the inevitable influence of the teacher. Yet marks of a personal vocabulary are also evident in the work. Students are encouraged to experiment and to interpret life events and surroundings. This development is often slow and tedious, and many hours of practice are necessary before arriving at a technical proficiency and the desired forms. The students engage the viewer in a whole range of issues extending from purely formal ones to those of a psychological nature. Clearly, the different individual approaches apparent in the exhibition demonstrate the variety and vitality of the work being accomplished in the studio department.
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design
1. AMY SPITZER
   Door
2. STEPHEN CIFFONE
   untitled
3. RICHARD ACKERMEN
   untitled
4. BARRY BROWNFMAN
   untitled

sculpture
5. PAMELA KELLY
   untitled
6. TONY ASCRIZZI
   Standing Woman #175
7. MELVYN MAIR
   untitled
8. MARY KREBS
   untitled

drawing
9. VICTORIA MELNYK
   Still-life
10. DENA A. ZEMSKY
    My Spaces #1
11. ELAINE RADO
    untitled
12. SUSAN MANLEY
    Ilene

graphics
13. KAREN Dauler
    John Sloan's Dining Room
14. GARY SHAHEEN
    The Tea Party
15. DORA HOCHNER
    Bird People
16. DORA HOCHNER
    Wizard Emerging

painting
17. ELISSA COHEN
    untitled
18. DENNIS GREEN
    Still-life with the Vase
19. FRAN KAIL
    untitled
20. SANDY FINKELSTEIN
    Window
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